
Audience: An Introduction to Research 

Lisa Ede 

This essay surveys research on the role of audience in discourse in a series of 
related disciplines, including cognitive psychology, composition, speech 
communication, rhetoric, and philosophy.1 As a bibliographic review it is in- 
troductory and exploratory, rather than exhaustive or definitive. I have not 
been able to cite all relevant research in the fields covered; space limitations 
required, for example, that I delete an earlier section on experimental studies 
of audience manipulation and response in speech communication. Nor have I 
covered all potentially relevant fields. (Two obvious omissions are psycholin- 
guistics and reader-response theory.) Moreover, given the preliminary nature 
of many of these studies, my evaluations can only be tentative. There is one 
conclusion which can, however, clearly be stated at the outset: composition 
teachers can achieve a sophisticated, complex understanding of the nature 
and role of audience in written discourse only if they are aware of both em- 
pirical and theoretical research in their own and other disciplines. Thus this 
review confirms, once again, that composition is inherently an interdiscipli- 
nary enterprise. 

Approaches to Analysis of Audience 

One could begin a review such as this in a variety of ways. The most obvious 
might be to address such questions as "What do you mean by audience?" or 
"What are your assumptions about the nature of audience?" Despite the po- 
tential merit of this approach, I prefer a different, more inductive strategy. 

I would like to begin with a discussion of"audience analysis," a term which 
refers to those methods designed to enable speakers and writers to draw 
inferences about the experiences, beliefs, and attitudes of an audience. I want 
to do so partly because that is where a teacher of composition interested in 
emphasizing the role of audience in discourse would probably begin. Teach- 
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ers are by inclination and by necessity pragmatists; it is only natural, then, 
that they should be attracted to the apparently practical, concrete checklists 
and schemata for "audience analysis." 

More importantly, however, a discussion of "audience analysis" raises a 
number of questions essential to any discussion of audience, thus providing 
an appropriate orienting context for an analysis of the contributions of re- 
search in particular disciplines, such as cognitive psychology and philosophy, 
to our understanding of this subject. In other words, by beginning with 
pragmatics we may finally be better able to clarify broader, more theoretical 
issues. 

"Audience analysis" dates back at least to Aristotle, whose lengthy discus- 
sion of "the various types of human character in relation to the emotions and 
moral states, to the several periods of life and the varieties of fortune" (pp. 
131-132) in Book II of The Rhetoric (The Rhetoric of Aristotle, ed. and trans. 
by Lane Cooper [Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 19321) pro- 
vides the foundation for many, though not all, contemporary systems of au- 
dience analysis. It is important to note that Aristotle's discussion, which is 
based upon common sense or stereotypic knowledge, is essentially pragmatic. 
Thus Aristotle observes, typically, that "the analysis of the character of the 
young will enable the speaker to find the right appeal, and avoid the wrong, 
for an audience made up wholly or in part of young men" (p. 131). 

Aristotle's focus on persuasion and on the behavior of people in groups 
strongly influenced subsequent research on audience analysis in speech 
communication. In Donald Bryant's influential 1953 article on "Rhetoric: Its 
Functions and Its Scope," originally published in the Quarterly Journal of 
Speech (QJS), 39 (December, 1953), 401-424, and reprinted in Douglas 
Ehninger, ed., Contemporary Rhetoric: A Reader's Coursebook (Glenview, IL: 
Scott, Foresman, 1972), pp. 15-38, for example, Bryant argues that "modern 
enlightenment has produced no new method of analyzing an audience which 
can replace Aristotle's" (p. 18). Although Bryant's essay precedes the break 
with the neo-Aristotelian paradigm in speech in the 1960s and 1970s, and 
thus is open to criticism, there are many in speech and composition who 
would agree with him today. For an example of traditional audience analysis, 
see the well-known Fundamentals of Public Speaking (3rd edition), which 
Bryant co-authored with Karl R. Wallace (New York: Appleton-Century- 
Croft, 1970), pp. 311-328. 

Aristotle's continuing influence can be seen in the tendency of many con- 
temporary authors of speech texts to emphasize the analysis of such demo- 
graphic variables as sex, race, income, religion, etc.-though they generally 
supplement their discussions with information derived from empirical studies 
in social psychology. Although these studies are viewed within speech com- 
munication as a conscious departure from Aristotle's particular technique, 
they can be seen as attempts to refine, rather than to reject, his basic 
strategy. Thus where Aristotle relied upon general beliefs about types of 
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people, modern researchers in speech communication often attempt to dis- 
cover information about the audience directly, through controlled ex- 
perimentation. In both cases the assumption is the same: that the best way to 
learn about audience is through observation. 

As Paul Swets notes in Experimental Research in Teaching Rhetoric (Diss. 
University of Michigan, 1973), scholars in speech communication have been 
more interested in studying the psychology of audience behavior than in de- 
veloping new, innovative methods of audience analysis. Using such social- 
scientific methodologies as polls, surveys, content analysis, and controlled 
experiments, they have in literally hundreds of studies investigated hypoth- 
eses concerning the effectiveness of, for instance, appeals to fear or author- 
ity. Much less attention, however, has been given to developing alternatives 
to traditional systems of audience analysis-new ways to "see" and analyze 
the relationship between speaker and audience. One such effort is Richard 
Braddock's "Extension of the Lasswell Formula,"Journal ofCommunication, 8 
(Summer 1958), 88-93. Here Braddock develops a long series of questions, 
many of which refer to audience, based on Lasswell's formula of "Who says 
What in Which Channel to Whom with What Effect?" The major pedagog- 
ical drawback to Braddock's system, the large number of questions, also de- 
tracts from the usefulness of two other approaches: the series of questions 
presented by Wayne Minnick in his Art of Persuasion (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1968) and Paul Holtzman's "Audience Analysis Factors Checklist" in 
his Psychology of Speakers' Audiences (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1970). 
(Those unable to locate copies of the Minnick and Holtzman texts can find 
summaries of their schemes of analysis in Chapter III of Swets' dissertation.) 

Among the most helpful of the approaches developed within the 
framework of speech communication is that taken by Theodore Clevinger, Jr. 
in his Audience Analysis (Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill, 1966). Although 
much of this work reviews conventional strategies of audience measurement, 
Clevinger is unique in that he distinguishes between two types of audience 
analysis-traditional Aristotelian demographic methods and what he calls 
purpose-oriented analysis. As Clevinger notes, "Instead of initiating the anal- 
ysis by asking some standard set of questions about audience characteristics, 
[purpose-oriented analysis] begins by asking what about the audience is most 
likely to be important in light of the speaker's purposes. The search for in- 
formation is then governed by what it is that the speaker needs to know 
about his audience in the context of a given communication situation" (pp. 
44-45). 

In a brief but important discussion of "technology and art in audience anal- 
ysis," Clevinger also asserts that audience analysis is inherently a heuristic, 
rather than an algorithmic, procedure. Therefore, strategies for analysis of 
audience "must be understood as a means of getting into the analysis, as tools 
for thinking about the audience, as suggestive principles only" (p. 50). In 
fact, Clevinger argues, overreliance upon extensive checklists or detailed 
procedures may close off, rather than encourage, analysis. 
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Most of the sources I have cited thus far discuss audience analysis in the 
context of oral communication. Within the past decade, however, numerous 
scholars in composition have attempted to develop methods of audience 
analysis appropriate to written discourse. J. C. Mathes and Dwight W. 
Stevenson's "egocentric organization chart" in Designing Technical Reports: 
Writing for Audiences in Organizations (Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill, 
1976) is an example of purpose-oriented analysis, such as Clevinger advo- 
cates. Mathes and Stevenson urge technical communicators to analyze their 
audience "in terms of their proximity to the report writer rather than in 
terms of their hierarchical relationship to the report writer." Their chart, 
intended to guide such analysis, is based on the following categories: 1) audi- 
ences in your own group; 2) audiences in close proximity to your group; 3) 
audiences elsewhere in the organization; and 4) audiences outside the organi- 
zation (p. 15). 

In Problem-Solving Strategies for Writing (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1981) 
Linda Flower, who also urges writers to consider their relationship with 
readers, distinguishes between the primary audience -"the reader you most 
want to teach, influence, or convince" (p. 125)-and one or more secondary 
audiences. Flower also encourages writers to construct an audience chart 
which analyzes the knowledge, attitudes, and needs of their audience(s). Be- 
cause of her emphasis on locating "those characteristics of your reader that 
will be critical in light of your purpose in writing" (p. 128), Flower's method 
of audience analysis, like Mathes and Stevenson's, is essentially purpose- 
oriented. 

Fred R. Pfister and Joanne F. Petrik outline a different approach in "A 
Heuristic Model for Creating a Writer's Audience," CCC, 31 (May, 1980), 
213-220. A central assumption of their discussion is that "Students, like all 
writers, must fictionalize their audience. But they must construct in the imag- 
ination an audience that is as nearly a replica as is possible of those many 
readers who actually exist in the world of reality and who are reading the 
writer's words" (pp. 213-214). Consequently, Pfister and Petrik provide a 
series of questions organized around the following general issues: 1) the en- 
vironment of the audience; 2) the relationship of the audience and the writer; 
3) the subject interpreted by the audience; and 4) the best methods the 
writer can use to achieve cooperation/persuasion/identification with the audi- 
ence (p. 214).2 

Although many current writing-and almost all speech-texts now devote 
some attention to audience analysis, there remains substantial controversy 
over the value of these methods. In his discussion of "The Second Persona," 
QJS, 56 (April, 1970), 109-119, for example, Edwin Black questions the ap- 
propriateness of conventional methods of audience analysis in speech com- 
munication, particularly their failure to distinguish between actual auditors, 
those who read or hear a discourse, and those auditors implied by a text (i.e., 
those "invented" or "created" by the author). Black also suggests the "pov- 
erty" of most typologies, which emphasize demographic characteristics, 
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commenting that "after one has noted of a discourse that it implies an auditor 
who is old, uncommitted, and sitting in judgment of the past, one has left to 
say-well, everything" (p. 112). Most often overlooked, Black believes, is 
ideology, which he defines as "the network of interconnected convictions 
that functions in a man epistemologically and that shapes his identity by de- 
termining how he views the world" (p. 112). Through an extended analysis of 
the metaphor "the cancer of communism," as used by "the Radical Right in 
contemporary American politics" (p. 113), Black demonstrates how rhetori- 
cal discourse uses the resources of language to present the audience with 
"enticements not simply to believe something, but to be something" (p. 
119)-a conclusion which recalls Walter Ong's discussion of "the ways audi- 
ences have been called on to fictionalize themselves" (p. 12) in his well- 
known "The Writer's Audience is Always a Fiction," PMLA, 90 (January, 
1975), 6-21. 

In "Writer-Audience Relationships: Analysis or Invention?" CCC, 31 
(May, 1980), 221-226, Russell Long makes a different charge: that current 
efforts in composition to encourage analysis of audience are both misguided 
and dangerous because they assume "an agonistic relationship between the 
speaker (writer) and listener (reader)" and encourage "noxious stereo-typing" 
(pp. 222 and 223). (See Walter Minot's response to Long in CCC, 32 [Oc- 
tober, 1982}, 335-337.) Douglas B. Park in "The Meanings of Audience," 
CE, 44 (March, 1982), 247-257 suggests a related problem-that current 
methods of teaching audience analysis pay inadequate attention to the inti- 
mate interrelationship of sense of audience, genre, and convention in written 
discourse. Analyzing an audience requires much more, Park argues, than 
merely considering external readers or listeners. It also involves "identifying 
the nature of the contexts that are already given by some aspect of the occa- 
sion of publication and understanding the relationship between those that are 
given and those that must be more explicitly defined within the discourse 
itself" (p. 253). 

As the above critiques suggest, despite a well-developed tradition of audi- 
ence analysis in speech communication and a growing body of work in com- 
position, we have many more questions about audience analysis than answers. 
To whom are we referring when we ask our students to analyze their audi- 
ence? Are we alluding to real people or to the intended audience as defined 
and created by the author and implied by the text? What is the relation- 
ship-surely, a dynamic one-of audience to other elements in a rhetorical 
situation, such as genre or occasion of publication. Are there essential dif- 
ferences between the audience of a speech and that of a written discourse? 
What role does the audience play in the creation of meaning in both oral and 
written communication? 

Is there any empirical evidence, in fact, that speakers and writers actually 
perform analysis of audience? If so, what psychological processes are in- 
volved? How do children acquire awareness of audience? To what degree can 
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awareness of audience be taught, and to what degree does it depend upon 
accumulated intuition derived from previous experiences? What is the rela- 
tionship of audience analysis to the composing process as a whole? Can audi- 
ence analysis function as a heuristic? Is it possible to establish an ethics of 
analyzing audience and adapting discourse to it? A great deal of theoretical 
and empirical research remains to be undertaken and completed before these 
questions can begin to be answered-before audience analysis can progress 
from a knack to an art. 

Cognitively-Based Empirical Research on Audience 

Researchers in two areas of cognitive psychology-cognitive-developmental 
psychology and cognitively-based studies of the composing process-have 
begun to address some of the questions raised in the previous section. In an 
article in Charles R. Cooper and Lee Odell's Research on Composing: Points of 
Departure (Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of English, 1978), pp. 
49-57, Loren Barritt and Barry Kroll discuss the significance for composition 
of cognitive-developmental psychology, a branch of cognitive psychology. 
Cognitive-developmental psychologists, like all who work in cognitive psy- 
chology, focus "on the way a person knows the world, on 'mind' rather than 
on behavior." They also believe, however, "that one of the most fruitful ways 
to understand any mature mental activity is to study the ontogenesis of that 
process in the child" (p. 50). 

As Kroll notes in "Cognitive Egocentrism and the Problem of Audience 
Awareness in Written Discourse," Research on the Teaching of English (RTE) 
12 (October, 1978), 269-281, given this perspective, researchers in 
cognitive-developmental psychology interested in audience awareness natu- 
rally have two central goals: "to specify what a speaker or writer does in 
being aware of an audience . . . [and} to chart how this awareness develops, 
since it is obvious that mature audience awareness does not emerge full- 
blown" (p. 271). Most studies relevant to this subject are based on the work 
of Jean Piaget, especially his analysis of egocentrism, or the inability to per- 
ceive and respond to the point of view of other individuals. (See, for exam- 
ple, his Language and Thought of the Child, trans. Marjorie Gabain [New 
York: Harcourt, Brace, and Co., 1932}.) 

It is important to note that egocentrism does not imply selfishness; rather, 
it refers to a natural stage in a child's acquisition of communication skills. In 
order to be able to communicate effectively, most cognitive-developmental 
psychologists argue, children must gradually develop the ability to decenter, 
or imagine the viewpoints of others. The research of R. H. Flavell et. al., 
summarized in The Development of Role-Taking and Communication Skills in 
Children (New York: John Wiley, 1968), provides evidence that role-taking, 
the basically inferential process whereby an "individual somehow cognizes, 
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apprehends, grasps-whatever term you prefer-certain attributes of another 
individual" (p. 5), is a crucial ingredient of the decentering process. 

As Barry Kroll observed in his RTE article, most research on egocentrism 
has involved oral communication. His own study provides an excellent intro- 
duction to research on egocentrism and writing and also offers preliminary 
evidence that children do find it more difficult to decenter, or develop audi- 
ence awareness, in written than in oral communication. This view is sup- 
ported by the work of Marion Crowhurst and Gene L. Piche, whose research, 
described in "Audience and Mode of Discourse Effects on Syntactic Com- 
plexity in Writing at Two Grade Levels," RTE, 13 (May, 1979), 101-109, 
suggests that "variations in syntactic complexity for different audiences ap- 
pear much later in writing than in speech" (p. 106). In a related article, "De- 
velopment in Syntactic and Strategic Aspects of Audience Adaptation Skills 
in Written Persuasive Communication," RTE, 13 (December, 1979), 293- 
316, Donald L. Rubin and Gene L. Piche also demonstrate that "sense of 
audience can be manipulated in an assigned writing task and that the resulting 
adaptation is manifested both in syntactic complexity and in strategy use" (p. 
313). The authors of both studies caution, however, against too rigidly 
specifying norms for syntactic complexity at different ages, noting the large 
number of variables at play in any given writing situation. 

Of particular importance for cognitive-developmental research on written 
discourse are the formulations of Lev Vygotsky, author of Thought and Lan- 
guage, ed. and trans. Eugenia Hanfmann and Gertrude Vakar, (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1962; originally published in 1934). Building on, but also 
clarifying, Piaget's work, Vygotsky argues that the egocentric speech of the 
child continues in the adolescent and adult as inner speech, which might best 
be characterized as internal, private, often alogical, verbal thought. Vygot- 
sky's thesis has major implications for the development of oral as distin- 
guished from written discourse. As Kroll notes, in "Cognitive Egocentrism 
and the Problem of Audience Awareness in Written Discourse," "The transi- 
tion from 'inner speech' to external speech is relatively easy; translation into 
written language involves abstraction and a major elaboration of 'inner 
speech'-this involves more complex psychological operations and causes 
major pitfalls for the young person learning written language" (pp. 272-273). 

In her discussion of "Writer-Based Prose: A Cognitive Basis for Problems 
in Writing," CE, 41 (September, 1979), 19-38, Linda Flower argues that 
many of the problems associated with college students' writing actually re- 
flect a tendency merely to transcribe inner speech. According to Flower, 
teachers can help students "transform" their writing from writer-based to 
reader-based prose by encouraging them to develop strategies which em- 
phasize readers' needs and interests. 

Research on the composing process carried on by cognitive psychologists 
(and people influenced by them) also has important implications for our un- 
derstanding of the role of audience in written discourse. In their attempts to 
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model the composing process and to compare the strategies of novice and 
experienced writers, researchers focus on a number of relevant issues. Is 
there evidence that writers actually do analyze their audience? How? Do they 
perform conscious and lengthy analyses, or do they quickly locate specific 
strategic characteristics? When does such analysis occur-at the beginning of 
the composing process? Throughout? How do external features, such as the 
assignment, influence the writer's ability to adapt discourse to an audience? 

In their article on "The Dynamics of Composing: Making Plans and Jug- 
gling Constraints," in Lee W. Gregg and Erwin R. Steinberg, ed., Cognitive 
Processes in Writing (Hilldale, NJ: Laurence Erlbaum, 1980, pp. 31-50), Linda 
Flower and John Hayes discuss some of the pedagogical ramifications of their 
work. They suggest, for example, that one way to "help students to make 
vigorous plans To Do something [i.e. rhetorical plans} . . ." is to create "as- 
signments that have a realistic purpose and a real audience (not a teacher), 
who actually needs to know something" (p. 45). In another article, "The 
Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem, CCC, 31 (February, 
1980), 21-32, Flower and Hayes provide tentative evidence, based on the 
analysis of protocols from a number of novice and experienced writers, that 
experienced writers most often practice what Clevinger calls purpose- 
oriented analysis, rather than analysis by traditional demographic methods. 
These studies, and others such as Carol Berkenkotter's "Understanding a 
Writer's Awareness of Audience," CCC, 32 (December, 1981), 388-399, 
confirm that "the internal representation or mental sketch a writer makes of 
the audience is an essential part of the writing process" (Berkenkotter, p. 
396). 

Developmental studies of audience awareness and cognitively-based 
analyses of the composing processes of adult writers have much to offer 
those interested in the role of audience in discourse. We can hardly help our 
students improve their ability to analyze an audience, for example, unless we 
have some understanding of the nature and development of audience aware- 
ness as a cognitive skill. Similarly, cognitively-based analyses of the compos- 
ing processes of adults can provide valuable insights into such questions as 
the influence of different modes of discourse on a writer's handling of audi- 
ence. It is important, however, to note the inherent limitations of this re- 
search. Most studies, for example, are descriptive, not normative. And there 
is always the issue of the degree to which methods such as protocol analysis 
accurately replicate actual composing situations. Even so, it seems clear that 
we can expect to profit greatly from cognitively-based research on audience 
in the future. 

Theoretical Probes 

Cognitively-based research is valuable because it attempts to understand the 
how and why of audience awareness and analysis. But it still, inevitably and 
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appropriately, addresses only some of the issues raised by our earlier discus- 
sion of audience analysis. For answers to the remaining questions-What do 
we mean when we refer to the audience of a written discourse? How does 
the writer-audience relationship contribute to the creation of meaning?-we 
must turn to research on audience in such disciplines as speech communica- 
tion, rhetoric, and philosophy. Such research is important not so much for its 
abstract theoretical interest, important as that is, but because it can help us 
avoid dangerous oversimplifications and guide important pedagogical, and 
even ethical, decisions. 

If, for example, one views the audience of a written discourse as a created 
fiction, as do Walter Ong in "The Writer's Audience is Always a Fiction" and 
Russell Long in "Writer-Audience Relationships: Analysis or Invention?" 
(both previously cited), certain pedagogical priorities are immediately estab- 
lished. Long discounts the value of teaching audience analysis and encourages 
instead "the analysis of texts in the classroom with a very detailed examina- 
tion given to the signals provided by the writer for his audience" (p. 225). 

Those who emphasize "those many readers who exist in the world of 
reality"-as do Pfister and Petrik in their "Heuristic Model for Creating a 
Writer's Audience" and Ruth Mitchell and Mary Taylor in their "The Inte- 
grating Perspective: An Audience-Response Model for Writing," CE, 41 
(November, 1979), 247-271-encourage very different pedagogical prac- 
tices.3 Mitchell and Taylor argue, for instance, that their research "contrain- 
dicates the isolation of writing instructors in English departments. Instead, 
instruction should be provided when the student needs it to fulfill course 
assignments." One way to achieve this goal is to have writing teachers in 
effect team teach subject matter courses which require writing. If such de- 
centralization of composition instruction is impossible, however, an alterna- 
tive is to organize composition courses so they focus on teaching "students 
how to write the papers assigned in other concurrent courses" (p. 267). 

The question of how we can best (most accurately and fruitfully) define the 
nature of the audience is far from being resolved; in fact, we are more likely 
at the early stages of discussion. But there are a number of important 
theoretical studies that can enrich our perspective. I can think of no better 
place to begin than with Lloyd Bitzer's "The Rhetorical Situation," originally 
published in Philosophy and Rhetoric (P & R), 1 (January, 1968), 1-14 and 
reprinted in Richard L. Johannesen, ed., Contemporary Theories of Rhetoric: 
Selected Readings (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), pp. 381-393. 

Bitzer's work is important because of the careful way he locates audience 
in the rhetorical situation, which he describes as "the very ground of rhetori- 
cal activity" (p. 5). A rhetorical situation, according to Bitzer, is comprised of 
three elements: 1) audience, those persons rhetorically engaged in a situa- 
tion; 2) exigence, "an imperfection marked by urgency . . . something waiting 
to be done, a thing which is other than it should be" (p. 6); and 3) con- 
straints, those "persons, events, objects, and relations which are parts of the 
situation because they have the power to constrain decision and action" (p. 
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8). Bitzer strongly emphasizes the generative power of the rhetorical situa- 
tion, asserting that "it is the situation which calls the discourse into existence" 
(p. 2). 

A series of subsequent articles in Philosophy and Rhetoric question this em- 
phasis, providing a helpful counterpoint to Bitzer's discussion. In "Generic 
Constraints and the Rhetorical Situation," P & R, 7 (Summer, 1974), 162- 
169, for example, Kathleen M. HallJamieson reminds readers of the impor- 
tance of genre, noting that the "perception of the proper response to an 
unprecedented rhetorical situation grows not merely from the situation but also 
from antecedent rhetorical forms" (p. 163). Jamieson's article is essentially an 
addendum to Bitzer's; that of Richard E. Vatz-"The Myth of the Rhetorical 
Situation," P & R, 6 (Summer, 1973), 154-161-is a straightforward attack. 
Vatz argues that Bitzer's emphasis on the rhetorical situation reflects a realist 
epistemology, one which locates meaning in events. Such a view is not just 
philosophically naive, Vatz charges, but also has numerous negative conse- 
quences for rhetoric. Vatz's own position is just the opposite: "meaning is 
not discovered in situations, but created by rhetors" (p. 157). 

Attempting to mediate between Bitzer's realism and Vatz's idealism, Scott 
Consigny in "Rhetoric and Its Situations," P &- R, 7 (Summer, 1974), 175- 
185, presents a particularly balanced and stimulating perspective. Bitzer and 
Vatz are each partly right, Consigny believes: "Bitzer correctly construes the 
rhetorical situation as characterized by 'particularities,' but misconstrues the 
situation as being thereby determinate and determining, [while} Vatz cor- 
rectly treats the rhetor as creative but . . . fails to account for the real con- 
straints on the rhetor's activity" (p. 176). Consigny proposes as a solution to 
the Bitzer-Vatz opposition the concept of rhetoric as a heuristic art, one 
which makes it possible for the rhetor "to discover real issues in indetermi- 
nate situations" (p. 180). 

A number of recent studies continue to investigate the implications of an 
approach to rhetoric that emphasizes the analysis of "situations." These in- 
clude John H. Patton, "Causation and Creativity in Rhetorical Situations: 
Distinctions and Implications," QJS, 65 (February, 1979), 36-55; David S. 
Kaufer, "Point of View in Rhetorical Situations: Classical and Romantic Con- 
trasts and Contemporary Implications," QJS, 65 (April, 1979), 171-186; and 
David M. Hunsaker and Craig R. Smith, "The Nature of Issues: A Constitu- 
tive Approach to Situational Rhetoric," Western Speech Communication, 40 
(Summer, 1976), 144-156. 

Another particularly illuminating attempt to "place" audience is Douglas 
Park's "The Meanings of Audience" (previously cited). Park here posits that 
there are "two general directions of meaning of 'audience'-outside the text 
and back into the text" (p. 250). These two general directions, Park observes, 
can be further broken down into: 

1) Anyone who happens to listen to or to read a given discourse: "The audi- 
ence applauded." . . . 
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2) External readers or listeners as they are involved in the rhetorical situa- 
tion: "The writer misjudged his audience." . . . 

3) The set of conceptions or awareness in the writer's consciousness that 
shape the discourse as something to be read or heard.... 

4) An ideal conception shadowed forth in the way the discourse itself de- 
fines and creates contexts for readers.... (p. 250) 

The articles in Philosophy and Rhetoric and Park's investigation enrich our 
understanding of audience by placing it in the context of the rhetorical situa- 
tion and of larger issues of genre and conventions. In his "Attitude of 
Speaker Toward Audience: A Significant Concept for Contemporary Rhetor- 
ical Theory and Criticism," Central States Speech Journal, 25 (Summer, 1974), 
95-104, Richard L. Johannesen examines audience from a different perspec- 
tive, looking at "the major attitudes of speaker toward audience which have 
been explored by some contemporary scholars in rhetoric, communication, 
and other disciplines interested in human interaction" (p. 96). A number of 
the scholars cited by Johannesen focus in their work on the transaction be- 
tween writer/speaker and audience-in particular, on the ethics of this rela- 
tionship. How can one describe the fine line, for example, between being a 
skillful writer and being one who wrongfully dominates or manipulates the 
audience? How can one balance a concern for audience with a concern for 
subject matter or, more abstractly, for the truth? 

Particularly interesting have been a number of related attempts in speech 
communication and rhetoric to explore the implications of a model of com- 
munication as dialogue. In one of the earliest discussions, "The Emerging 
Concept of Communication as Dialogue," QJS, 57 (December, 1971), 373- 
382, Richard Johannesen traces the philosophic origins of this concept in the 
works of Buber, Jaspers, Fromm, and others and defines the essential charac- 
teristics of dialogue. These include: 

1) genuineness: "One is direct, honest, and straightforward. One imparts 
himself as he really is and avoids facade, strategem, or projecting an im- 
age. 

2) accurate empathic understanding: "Things are seen from the other's 
viewpoint.... Feelings should be accurately reflected and clarified." 

3) unconditional positive regard: "One expresses nonpossessive warmth for 
the other ... a desire to assist the other to maximize his potential, to 
help him become what he can become." 

4) presentness: "Participants in a dialogue must give full concentration to 
bringing their total and authentic beings to the encounter." 

5) a spirit of mutual equality: ". . . participants themselves view each other 
as persons, not as objects to be manipulated or exploited. The exercise of 
power or superiority is avoided." 

6) supportive psychological climate: "One encourages the other to com- 
municate. One allows free expression, seeks understanding, and avoids 
value judgments that stifle" (p. 376). 
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Subsequent articles which examine this concept include John Poulakos, "The 
Components of Dialogue," Western Journal of Speech Communication, 38 
(Summer, 1974), 199-212; John Stewart, "Foundations of Dialogic Com- 
munication," QJS, 64 (April, 1978), 183-201; and Ronald C. Arnett, "Toward 
a Phenomenological Dialogue," Western Journal of Speech Communication, 45 
(Summer, 1981), 201-212. Also useful is Roderick P. Hart and Don M. 
Burks' critique of dialogic communication in their "Rhetorical Sensitivity and 
Social Interaction," Speech Monographs, 39 (June, 1972), 75-91. 

Although they generally seem unfamiliar with the work of these colleagues 
in speech communication, scholars in composition who advocate Rogerian 
rhetoric as an alternative to traditional argument share a number of sources 
and concerns with them. First formulated by Richard E. Young, Alton L. 
Becker, and Kenneth L. Pike in Rhetoric: Discovery and Change (New York: 
Harcourt Brace, 1970), Rogerian rhetoric has been proposed and questioned 
in a series of articles. Maxine Hairston in "Carl Rogers' Alternative to Tradi- 
tional Rhetoric," CCC, 27 (December, 1976), 373-377, and Paul Bator in 
"Aristotelian and Rogerian Rhetoric," CCC, 31 (December, 1980), 427-432, 
emphasize the usefulness of Rogerian rhetoric. They believe it represents a 
much needed alternative to Aristotelian rhetoric which, they assert: 1) 
wrongly assumes that man is a rational animal, moved only by logical appeals; 
and 2) encourages an antagonistic relationship between speaker/writer and 
audience by presenting the central aim of rhetoric as winning. In "Aristote- 
lian and Rogerian Rhetoric: A Reassessment," CCC, 30 (May, 1979), 146- 
150, Andrea Lunsford argues that Aristotelian and Rogerian rhetoric are not 
necessarily dichotomous, and that, in fact, "the major tenets of Rogerian ar- 
gument have clear counterparts in Aristotelian doctrine" (p. 149). 

A second body of research which also explores the relationship between 
writer/speaker and audience does so in the context of the aims and methods 
of argumentation. In "Audiences, Social Values, and the Analysis of Argu- 
ment," The Speech Teacher, 22 (November, 1973), 291-303, Malcolm 0. Sil- 
lars summarizes the problems inherent in traditional methods of argumenta- 
tion in speech communication which until very recently have relied largely 
upon formal logic. (Many written composition texts follow this same ap- 
proach.) As Wayne Brockriede succinctly puts it in "Arguers as Lovers," P & 
R, 5 (Winter, 1972), 1-11, the difficulty with relying on formal logic is that 
"logicians can safely ignore the influence of people on [a communicative} 
transaction; arguers cannot" (p. 1). 

Central to recent studies on the nature of argument is the work of Chaim 
Perelman, particularly his New Rhetoric (written in collaboration with L. 
Olbrechts-Tyteca and published in Europe in 1958). For, as Carroll Arnold 
notes in a review of Perelman's treatise, "Perelman's New Rhetoric," QJS, 56 
(February, 1970), 87-92: "The New Rhetoric is a major challenge to both logi- 
cal and rhetorical theory" (p. 88). Despite its significance, however, this 
study was not available in the United States until 1969, when it was trans- 
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lated by John Wilkerson and Purcell Weaver and published by the University 
of Notre Dame Press (Notre Dame, IN). 

A basic premise of Perelman's work is that "argument exists by virtue of 
and is legitimately analyzable only with reference to the distinctive human 
interactions it seeks to engender in pursuit of adherence. ... Argumentation 
is audience-centered, not form-centered" (Arnold, p. 88). As part of his at- 
tempt to develop a non-formal, non-Cartesian theory of knowledge, Perel- 
man both enlarges the domain of rhetoric and clarifies the role of audience in 
discourse. In Perelman's view, audience is not secondary, a passive entity that 
merely receives the actions of the speaker or writer. Instead, together writer 
or speaker and audience create meaning: their contact makes argumentation 
(and rhetoric) possible. 

The New Rhetoric is a formidable work. The same abundance of detail that 
enriches and provides depth to Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's 566-page 
analysis could well dismay or confuse those unfamiliar with theoretical re- 
search on argumentation. Fortunately, Perelman has recently published a 
much briefer summary of his ideas in The Realm of Rhetoric (trans. William 
Klumack, with introd. by Carroll Arnold {Notre Dame, IN: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1982}). Although this work reflects some minor changes 
and developments in Perelman's thinking, his argument remains essentially 
the same. Those interested in learning more about Perelman's ideas and their 
potential application to the teaching of writing may find it helpful to read this 
work as a prelude to the richer, yet more difficult, New Rhetoric. They might 
also consult the following articles, which analyze essential issues in Perel- 
man's work: John W. Ray, "Perelman's Universal Audience," QJS, 64 (De- 
cember, 1978), 361-375; Ray D. Dearin, "The Philosophical Basis of Chaim 
Perelman's Theory of Rhetoric," QJS, 55 (October, 1969), 213-224; Louise 
A. Karon, "Presence in The New Rhetoric," P & R, 9 (Spring, 1976), 96-111; 
and Lisa S. Ede, "Rhetoric vs. Philosophy: The Role of the Universal Audi- 
ence in Chaim Perelman's The New Rhetoric," Central States Speech Journal, 32 
(Summer, 1981), 118-125. 

Closely related to Perelman's work is that of Henry Johnstone, Jr. who, 
like Perelman, is a philosopher. Johnstone began his philosophical career 
convinced of the complete irrelevance of rhetoric to philosophy. He came to 
believe just the opposite-that philosophy and rhetoric are inseparable-and 
the gradual process by which he changed his mind is revealed in his Validity 
and Rhetoric in Philosophical Argument: An Outlook in Transition (University 
Park, PA: The Dialogue Press of Man and World, 1978). A major factor in 
Johnstone's reconceptualization of rhetoric has been his growing emphasis on 
the role of audience in discourse. As Walter M. Carleton notes in "Theory 
Transformation in Communication: The Case of Henry Johnstone," QJS, 61 
(February, 1975), 76-88, for Johnstone the relationship between self and 
other (or audience) is critical, since for him "To have a self is to be able to 
see our fundamental commitment vis-a-vis those of others" (p. 83). The in- 
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tegrity of the self is maintained through an open, or bilateral, exchange with 
the audience. Thus, the audience must be seen not as an object to be manipu- 
lated or a stereotyped image to be addressed in a conventionalized manner 
but as a vital and necessary force, the speaker or writer's partner and co- 
creator in the constitution of self and meaning. 

It may at times seem difficult to connect the research I have discussed in 
this section with the day-to-day demands of the teaching of writing. And, 
certainly, the work of scholars like Bitzer, Johannesen, Perelman, and 
Johnstone lacks the immediate applicability of many of the cognitively-based 
studies described earlier. But they are, I would argue, equally valuable. The 
questions these writers raise-How can we best envision audience? What 
does it mean to take an audience seriously? What role does the audience play 
in the creation of meaning?-are vital. We do not expect definitive answers 
to questions such as these. We do expect, however, that the resulting analysis 
will stimulate our understanding, enrich our vision, help us avoid over- 
simplification, and, most importantly, keep us from slipping into formulaic, 
rigid thinking and teaching. The authors whose work I have described in this 
section do not disappoint us. 

Concluding Comments 

The past ten years have seen a dramatic increase of interest in audience on 
the part of teachers and scholars of composition. They have also, not surpris- 
ingly, seen a number of criticisms of this emphasis. Too often, both those 
who have advocated greater attention to audience in the composition class 
and those who have criticized such efforts have lacked a sufficiently rich con- 
text for their observations. (My own "On Audience and Composition," CCC, 
30 [October, 19791), 291-295, is a sure case in point.) As I hope this review 
has demonstrated, the teacher of writing who would have a sophisticated, 
productive understanding of audience faces a large task, for he or she must 
have at least an awareness of, if not involvement with, both empirical and 
theoretical research in a range of disciplines. The challenge is great, but so, I 
believe, are the potential rewards.4 

Notes 

1. Readers should be aware that the boundaries between these disciplines are hardly stable. 
Some cognitively-based research, for example, is done by researchers in English education; other 
work is carried on by those in cognitive psychology and speech communication. The same is true 
of theoretical studies. Some research on argumentation is the result of effort in speech com- 
munication, while other research is done by those in philosophy or composition. 

2. Although advocates of the case-study approach to teaching writing do not present 
schemes of audience analysis, their efforts are implicitly connected with this issue. For by de- 
scribing rhetorical situations, often in great detail, these authors implicitly recognize the impor- 
tance of students' having a rich conception of audience. See, for example, John P. Field and 
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Robert H. Weiss, Cases for Composition (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), Linda Woodson, From 
Cases to Composition (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1982), and David Tedlock, "The Case Ap- 
proach to Composition," CCC, 32 (October, 1981), 253-261. 

3. As Pfister and Petrik's title indicates, they clearly recognize that the audience is in certain 
respects a created fiction; even so, their emphasis tends to be upon most clearly envisioning or 
approximating "those many readers who exist in the world of reality." Mitchell and Taylor never 
actually discuss their assumptions regarding the nature of audience; that they share a materialist 
bias, however, is quite evident from both their theoretical discussion and pedagogical recom- 
mendations. 

4. Much of this research was completed during a year spent as a participant in Richard 
Young's NEH Seminar at Carnegie-Mellon University. I wish to express my gratitude to the 
National Endowment of the Humanities, which provided that greatest of all gifts-a year to read, 
think, and write. I also wish to thank Richard Young, the members of my seminar, and my 
colleagues and friends Kathleen Kelly, Andrea Lunsford, and Susan Miller for their support and 
crlticism. 

Resolutions of Special Interest to Women 

At the Annual Business Meeting, held in New York on 31 March 1984, the 
members adopted the following resolutions of special interest to women: 

1. Be it resolved that CCCC suspend its boycott [of "non-ratified" states) until 
the time when . . . legislative action [to support a new Equal Rights 
Amendment) occurs and then institute appropriate measures, which may 
include boycotts, in response to states which impede the ratification of an 
ERA amendment. 

2. Be it resolved that CCCC endorse the principle that all departmental, col- 
lege, and organizational search committees include women committed to 
ensuring that women receive fair consideration in recruitment, appointment, 
and other personnel procedures. 

3. Be it resolved that CCCC endorse the principle that all pools and teams of 
consultants and evaluators include women in the area of the consultation or 
evaluation. 

Lehman College Plans Conference on Cohesion, Coherence, and Planning 
in Written Texts 

Herbert H. Lehman College of The City University of New York, with the 
support of the Exxon Education Foundation, will sponsor in the fall of 1984 a 
conference on Cohesion, Coherence, and Planning in Written Texts. The con- 
ference will begin on the morning of Thursday 15 November and conclude at 
noon on Friday 16 November. The conference will be built around discussion, 
in small groups, of papers prepared and distributed to registrants in advance by 
scholars working in the field. Registration will be limited to 100 persons. For 
further information write to Ellen Hegarty, Institute for the Study and Promo- 
tion of Literacy, Herbert H. Lehman College, Bronx, NY 10468. 
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